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Cloverbud Cavy  
 

 
 

 

Name: _______________________________ Age: __________ 

Club: _______________________________________________ 

Grade: _______ Years in 4-H (Including this year): ________ 
  

Dutchess County 

4-H Record Book 
 

CCEDC is an employer and educator recognized for valuing AA/EEO, Protected Veterans, and 

Individuals with Disabilities and provides equal program and employment opportunities. The 

programs provided by this agency are partially funded by monies received from the County of 

Dutchess. Please contact the CCEDC office if you have any special needs. 
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4-H Motto 
To make the Best, Better 

 
4-H Colors 

Green and White 

 
4-H Slogan 

Learning by Doing 

 
4-H PLEDGE 
I pledge… 
 My head to clearer thinking, 
 My heart to greater loyalty, 

 My hands to larger service, 
 My health to better living, 

For my club, my community, my country and my world. 

 
4-H CREED 
I believe in 4-H work for the opportunity it will give me to become a useful citizen. 
 

I believe in training of my HEAD for the power it will give me to think, to plan, and to 
reason.  
 

I believe in the training of my HEART for the nobleness sit will give me to become 
kind, sympathetic and true.  

 
I believe in the training of my HANDS for the dignity it will give me to be helpful, 
useful and skillful.  

 
I believe in the training of my HEALTH for the strength it will give me to enjoy life, to 

resist disease, and to work efficiently.  
 
I believe in my World, my Country, my State and my Community and in my 

responsibility for their development.  
 
In all these things I believe, and I am willing to dedicate my efforts to their fulfillment.  
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My 4-H Cavy Project Record Book 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Insert photo of you and your cavy here) 

 

For use by all Dutchess County 4-H Cavy Project Members: 

  

Print Name: Age: DOB: 

      /           / 

Grade: 

Street Address: 

 

City: State: Zip Code: 

Phone Number: 

(           )            - 

Email: Years in project: 4-H County: 

Name of Club: 

 

Club Leaders Name: 4-H Year: 
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4-H Cavy Project 

  

Please list your goals for the 4-H year.  

What are some skills that you have now?  

 

 

What new things do you want to learn this year? (These are your goals for this year) 

 

 

 

How will you plant to learn them?  

 

 

Project Objectives 

The purpose of the project is to help 4-H Club Members to: 

1. Identify breeds 

2. Identify parts of a cavy 

3. Handle a cavy 

4. Gain disease knowledge 

5. Gain general cavy care knowledge 

6. Gain breeding knowledge 

7. Gain show knowledge  

Complete after the fair:  

What skills did you learn or improve? Did you accomplish your goals?  
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CLUB ATTENDANCE 

SCHEDULED MEETINGS HELD___ # OF MEETINGS I ATTENDED ____ 
 

LIFE SKILLS ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
My life skills improved during this 4-H year as follows: 

Fill in at least one sentence for each category. 

HEAD: (ex: keeping records, planning/organizing, resiliency, critical thinking, problem solving, goal setting, service learning, decision making) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HEART: (ex: sharing, relationships, concern for others, communication, cooperation, conflict resolutions, social skills, accepting differences) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HANDS: (ex: community service, leadership, responsibility, teamwork, self-motivation, contributions to group efforts, physical skills) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HEALTH: (ex: self-esteem, character, managing feelings, self-discipline, stress management, personal safety, healthy life choices) 
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PROJECTS 

Category 
(ex: hogs, 

goat, 
general 
interest) 

# of 
Years in 
Project 

Description of Project  
(what did you do?) 

Check One 

Completed 
(During this 4-H 

year) 

In Progress 
(Will finish 

during next 4-H 
year) 

     

     
     

     
 

CLUB OFFICES & COMMITTEES HELD 

Name of Office Held 
(ex: Club president, secretary, fundraising committee) 

Check One 

Lo
cal 

D
istrict 

State 

R
egio

n
al 

     

     

     

     
 

PUBLIC PRESENTATIONS 
(Ex: Demonstration, Illustrated Talks, Speeches, Creative Communications, Horse Communications) 

Date 
Title of 

Presentation 
# of Times 
Presented 

Where 

Recognition or 
Award 

Received 
(ex: Trophy, ribbon, 

placing, cash) 
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4-H EVENTS 

Date 
Name of Event & Where it was 

 (ex: Public Presentations at 
Union Vale Middle School) 

Recognition or 
Award Received  

(ex: Trophy, 
Ribbon, placing, 

cash) 

Check One 

Lo
cal 

D
istrict 

State 

R
egio

n
al 

N
atio

n
al 

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        
 

LEADERSHIP 
(Ex: Helping or teaching someone, being on committees, organizing meetings, etc.) 

Date Name of Event & Where Event Was Held 
# of Hours I 

spent On This 
Project 

Check One 

Lo
cal 

D
istrict 

State 

R
egio

n
al 

N
atio

n
al 

        

        

        

        

        
 

SPECIAL AWARDS 
Describe in detail: 4-H Scholarships, Show Awards, Citizenship Awards, etc. 
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My Cavy 

My cavy’s name is _______________________. My cavy is a 

___________________ (breed of cavy). It is 

_____________________ (color or variety of cavy). My cavy is a 

boar/sow (circle one). My cavy is __________ old. It is a Junior / 

Intermediate / Senior (circle one). I bought my cavy from 

_______________ (name of breeder) on ___________ (date you 

bought your cavy). I chose my cavy because 

____________________________________________ 

____________________ (what do you like about your cavy?). My 

cavy weighs ____ pounds. The correct weight for my cavy is ______ 

pounds (this can be found in the ARBA standard). 

 

I feed my cavy ________________________ (type of pellet food you 

give your cavy). Each day, I feed my cavy ________ (amount of food 

you give your cavy each day). I also give my cavy 

________________________________________ (treats, feed 

supplements, and/or hay you give your cavy). When I feed my cavy, I 

use ________________ for feed (type of croc or dish you use). For 

water, I use _______________ (type of croc or dish you use).  
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Color this cavy to look like your cavy! 
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Housing 

1. What type of cage are you using? _________________________ 

2. Draw a picture of your cage below:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Feeding 
 

3. What kind of food do you use? (Check all that you use) 

□ Pellets 

□ Fresh Water 

□ Parsley 

□ Cauliflower 

□ Broccoli (trimmed) 

□ Hay 

□ Other Grains 

□ Other: 

______________ 

 

4. When do you feed your cavy(s): (Check all that you use) 

□ Morning 

□ Noon 

□ Afternoon 

□ Evening 

□ Other: _______________ 

 

5. The most important item to give your cavy is: ______________   
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My Cavy’s Cage 

My cavy’s cage is ________ inches long and _____ inches wide. I 

chose to put the cage ____________________________ (where is 

the cage located?). The type of bedding that I use in the cage is 

__________________________. In the cold weather I 

___________________________________________________ 

(what do you do to prepare the cage for cold weather?). And in the 

warm weather I ___________________________________ 

________________________ (what do you do to prepare the cage 

for warm weather?).  

 

In the space below, draw a picture of the cage or attach a 

photography of your cavy’s cage.  
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What do cavy eat? 

Circle what cavies should eat  Square what people should eat 

HINT: Some should have both 

        

            

              

                     

 

Do you know?  

What one of the above is the most important to both people and 

cavies? ______________ 
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My feed expenses for this year 

In the space below, record how much is spent on feed each time feed is purchased.      

Also record expenses for food, such as hay or feed supplements. 

I bought feed on… 
The type of feed I 

bought was…. 

The total price of the 

feed was…. 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

 

This year, I spend $ ____. ___ on feed (amount spent on feed).  
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Parts of a Cavy 

Write the number of the body part on the correct line below. 

  

1. Crown 4. Shoulders 7. Hindquarters 10. Eye 
2. Ears 5. Chest 8. Side of Body 11. Back 
3. Hind Feet 6. Nose 9. Fore Feet 12. Face 
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Showing My Cavy 

On this page, fill in the information about a cavy show where you 

showed your cavy or attended to watch the show. 

 

On ______________ (date of show), I went to ______________ 

(name of cavy show). It was in ___________________ (name of 

town and state where show was held). The show as a 4-H / ARBA 

(circle one) show. It took ________ minutes to get there (the 

amount of time it took to travel to the show). I entered my cavy in 

____________________________________ (the class you showed 

your cavy in). There were ________ cavies at the show (the number 

of cavies at the show-if you don’t know how many where there, 

make a good guess at how many attended).  

 

If it was a 4-H show, did you participate in showmanship? ____ 

Did you participate in any other activities at the show? (like costume 

class, breed ID, skill-a-thon, helping out at the judges table, etc.). If 

you did, write about what you did below: 

At the show, I also participated in ________________________ 

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________ 
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 Cavy Show Treasure Hunt 

This can be completed at any cavy show you attend this year                                        

or at the Dutchess County Fair. 

What is the name of the show? ________________________________ 

What town was the show held in? ______________________________ 

What state was the show held in? ______________________________ 

How many cavies do you think are at the show? __________________ 

What is the biggest breed of cavy you saw today? ________________ 

How much do you think it weighs (take a guess)? __________________ 

What is the smallest breed of cavy you saw today? _______________ 

How much do you think it weights (take a guess)? _________________ 

Variety is another word for the _____________________ of the cavy. 

Do you see any cavy that have different types of fur?     YES   /   NO 

What was the most interesting breed you saw today that you would like to 

learn more about? ______________________________________ 

Why was that breed interesting to you? _________________________ 

Watch the judge of one class of cavies… 

How many cavies were in the class? ___________________ 

What title is given to the cavy that is chose as the best in its breed? 

____________________________________________ 

What title is given to the cavy that is chosen as the best cavy at the show? 

_____________________________________________ 
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Getting Ready for the Fair 

 

The class my cavy is entered in at the fair is _____________________. 

My entry form for the fair was turned in on _______________ (date your 

entry was sent). My other tasks to complete before the fair are… 

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 

(what do you need to complete before the fair? Ex. Practice showmanship, 

clip toenails, finish projects, make a poster).  
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Cavy Identification 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Ear Tags 
Purchase metal ear tags that are specifically made for 

identifying cavies. These ear tags go in the left ear of the 

cavy, as the right ear is used for registration purposes. 

Follow these steps for ear tagging a cavy: 

1. Assemble the necessary equipment. Carefully 

examine each tag to be sure the pointed end is aligned 

with the hold it must go through. If you are tagging 

more than one cavy, lay the tags in the order in which 

you are going to use them. If you are tagging only one 

cavy, just make sure the tag is close at hand.  

2. Hold the pliers with the notched arm on the top. The 

purpose of the notch is to let the point of the ear tag go 

through the hole in the top of the tag before it bends 

and locks the tag in place. Insert the tag into the pliers. 

3. Grasp the cavy firmly in your left hand, holding its 

body against your side and encircling its head with your 

fingers to keep it from moving. When first learning to 

tag, ask a friend to do the tagging or hold the cavy.  

4. Making sure there is no fold or wrinkle in the cavy’s 

ear, position the piercing point of the pliers under the 

top and at the thicker, front edge of the ear. On adult 

cavies, use the full depth of the tag. On young cavies, 

allow a small space for growth. Place the tag high on the 

ear and next to the head so the cavy is less likely to 

catch it on a nail while scratching.  

5. Close the pliers quickly and firmly. Release 

immediately. If there is any bleeding, sprinkle styptic 

powder over the area. The bleeding with stop and the 

ear will heal in a few days.  

6. Check the ear tag area daily for signs of infection 

periodically on the next few days.  
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Race to the Ribbon Activity! 

Help this guinea pig win the prize by guiding him through the maze below.                    

Color the guinea pig and his ribbon! 
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At the Fair 

This year at the fair, my cavy was entered in _____________________ (the 

class your cavy was entered in). The cavy show took place on 

________________ (date of the cavy show). The judge’s name was 

________________________ (who was the judge of your class?).  

On _____________ I participated in showmanship (the date of showmanship 

judging). My barn duty was on _________________ (day or days that barn 

duty was completed). When I was on barn duty, I 

________________________________________________________ (what 

chores did you do while on barn duty?). I made a poster about 

______________________ (if you made a poster, what was the topic?) that is 

hanging in the cavy barn. In the exhibit hall, I entered 

_______________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ (if you 

entered projects in the exhibit hall, what were they?).  

In the space below, attach a photograph of your cavy at the fair.  
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Cavy Showmanship Resource 
Cavy Showmanship 

Step The Showman will… The Judge will… 

1. The Ears 

Position the cavy at an angle to the judge. Expose ears 
and tag or tattoo using fingers to lift into view. 

Check for tears, slits or mites. 
Also check to see if the 
participant has ear-tagged the 
cavy. 

2. The Eyes 
Position the cavy facing the judge. Keep hands behind 
head to prevent movement of head and allow judge to 
examine them.  

Check eyes for color, white spots, 
blindness, etc. 

3. The Teeth 
and Nose 

Rest the cavy on the table supporting the upper part of 
the body with one hand and use the other hand to 
exposes the teeth. 

Look for broken or crooked 
teeth. Check nose for discharge 
and other evidence of colds. 

4. The Front 
Legs 

Gently lift the cavy by placing index finger behind the 
front legs and lift until the front feed come off the table. 
Check for straightness of legs, also check toes and toe 
nails. 

Check for straightness of legs and 
missing or off colored toenails. 

5. The Hind 
Legs 

Rest the cavy on the table, supporting the upper part of 
the body with the right hand. Use the other hand to bring 
legs together and push down slowly to check 
straightness. 

Look for straightness of legs and 
missing or off colored toenails.  

6. Sex 

Rest the cavy on the table, supporting the upper part of 
the body with the right hand. Use the other hand to show 
the sex. Return animal to sitting position, face toward the 
judge at slight angle right. 

Check the sex. 

7. Front 
View 

Pose the cavy facing the judge at a slight angle to right. 
Position and take hands away, handling the cavy only to 
reposition if it moves.  

Check the head for overall 
balance and appropriate 
proportions. 

8. Rear View 
Pose the cavy with rear at slight angle to left of the judge. 
Position and take hands away. Again, only handle the 
cavy to reposition the animal. 

Check for width and proportion.  

9. Side View 

Pose the cavy facing the direction requested by the 
judge. Handle cavy only to reposition if it moves. You 
may be asked to make your cavy move; if so, return to 
the siting position. 

Look for overall balance and 
proportion. Also, check for ridges 
in Abyssinian cavies. 

10. 
Cleanliness 

of Fur 

Abyssinians, Satins, Teddies and Americans-separate coat 
gently. Run hand over body from front to rear. Peruvians 
and Silkies-should be cleaned and combed before 
bringing to the table.  

Check for condition of the hair, 
cleanliness and hair texture.  

Return cavy 
to its cage. 

Carry Cavy from the judging table and return to its cage. Observe the way the showman 
picks up the animal and carries it 
away. 
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Cavy Showmanship Resource (Continued) 
Appearance, Actions, and Knowledge of Showman 

Step The Showman will… The Judge will… 

1. Appearance 
Be neat and appropriately dressed for the occasion. 

Remember to wear shoes. Clean hands, nails and face 
to add to your appearance. 

Observe suitability of clothing for 
the occasion, and neatness and 
cleanliness of the participant. 

2. Actions 

Carry out actions in a calm, confident manner; always 
being considerate of your animal, fellow showmen and 
the judge. The judge should have your attention at all 
times so that he/she doesn’t have to come to you to 
get your attention to move your animal or take some 

other action. Your eyes should be on the judge as 
much as possible. Be polite. Handling should reflect 

kindness to the animal. 

Observe confidence of 
movement. If participants are 

constantly watching their 
“neighbor” before taking action, 
it indicates a lack of experience. 
Misbehaving animals may show 

lack of “homework”. 

3. Knowledge 

Be prepared to answer questions about your animals 
with reference to management, diseases, defects, 
disqualifications, eliminations, breed and variety 

characteristics. Questions will be taken from the ARBA 
Guide Book or the ARBA Standard of Perfection. 

The showman is to be judged on 
how well they handle the animal. 

If a showman handles a 
misbehaving animal well, this 

may become an advantage. Ask 
questions if time permits. 

Questions should be general in 
nature and on the breed 

exhibited. If a large showmanship 
contest is being conducted, a 
prepared written quiz may be 

administered to all contestants in 
an effort to be fair to all. 
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Year in Review 

Use the space below or additional pages to answer the following questions.                

1. What was the most exciting or interesting thing you learned this year? 

2. What was your favorite meeting topic this year? 

3. What would you like to learn or continue to learn about next year? 

4. Attach a photograph of your cavy to your record book.  

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Add photo here 
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I hereby certify that I kept and prepared the following records for submission 

to the 4-H office. The work, including record keeping, addition of 

photographs, collection and organization of receipts and final preparation of 

the book for submission is all my own work. 

4-H Member: _____________________________________ 

 

As parent/guardian of a 4-H member I certify that this Record Book is solely 

the work of my child. 

4-H Parent/Guardian: ________________________________ 

 

As the Leader of the _________________________________ 4-H Club, I do 

certify that the above listed child is in fact a member in my club and has 

completed his/her duties to remain a member in good standing. It is my 

belief that the information in this book is accurate and is the work of the 

child. 

4-H Leader: _____________________________________ 

 

 This 4-H Record Book has been seen and approved by a 4-H Educator. 

4-H Educator:___________________________________ 

RECORD BOOKS MUST BE COMPLETED AND TURNED  

INTO THE 4-H OFFICE BY NOVEMBER 1st!  

   

I have read this report and I believe it to 

be correct: 

 


